Eurasian Archaeology Seminar Series MT2022

For any questions, please contact Michael Leadbetter (michael.leadbetter@arch.ox.ac.uk) or Dr Anke Hein (anke.hein@arch.ox.ac.uk)

Monday, 10 October, 2022, 14-16:00, 1 South Parks Road

*Decolonizing History: Community stories and archaeological interpretations*

**Workshop for students with Dr Stephen Acabado**

To sign up, please contact Dr Anke Hein (anke.hein@arch.ox.ac.uk)

Tuesday, 11 October, 2021, 12:30-14:00, Pitt Rivers Museum, Lecture Theatre

**Dr Stephen Acabado** (UCLA):


Wednesday, 12 October, 2022, 14-16:00, 1 South Parks Road

**Panel discussion** with Prof. Stephen Acabado, Prof. Shadreck Chirikure, Prof. Dan Hicks and Dr Alexander Geurds, Prof. Heather Viles, Dr Anke Hein, Dr Christopher J. Foster

To sign up, please contact Dr Anke Hein (anke.hein@arch.ox.ac.uk)

Monday, 17 October, 2021, 14:00-16:00, online via MS Teams

**Prof. James C. Scott** (Yale):

*Floods, the River’s Lungs…and those of its flora and fauna*

Teams link: [https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1664533742148?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22cc95de1b-97f3-4f93-b4ba-0ed%22%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-35e5-0fbb88a583ab%22%7d](https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1664533742148?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22cc95de1b-97f3-4f93-b4ba-0ed%22%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-35e5-0fbb88a583ab%22%7d)

Tuesday, 18 October, 2021, 14:00-17:00, Language Lab 2, The Oxford China Centre

Workshop with **Dr. Brian Lander** (Brown University):

*The Historical Ecology of the Yangzi Delta: Reconstructing the Economies of the Wu and Yue Kingdoms*

To reserve a space, please email Dr Anke Hein at anke.hein@arch.ox.ac.uk
Monday, 24 October, 14-16:00, via MS Team

Zhao Yi (Tianjin University, University of Oxford):

*Analysis of Royal Sacrificial Sites Based on Landscape Archaeology: A Case Study of the Circular Mound of Onggon Dabaga (Inner Mongolia) of the Northern Wei Dynasty*

Teams link: [https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1663262314011?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d](https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1663262314011?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d)

Monday, 31 October, 2021, 11:00-12:30, via MS Teams

Dr Natali Pearson (The University of Sydney):

*The Belitung Shipwreck (preliminary title)*

Teams link: [https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1663262518957?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d](https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1663262518957?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d)

Monday, 14 November, 16:00-17:00, Institute of Archaeology, Lecture Room

Dr Qin Cao (Oriental Museum, University of Durham):

*Weapons in Late Shang (c.1250-1050 BCE) China: Beyond Typology and Ritual* (book talk)


Monday, 21 November, 2021, 16:00-17:00, Institute of Archaeology, Lecture Room

Dr Wayan Jarrah Sastrawan (EFEO):

*Making History in Ancient Java*